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History and circumstance have endowed Americans with a heritage rich in themes of counterpoint. They began to appear quite early in our history—as soon as paleface confronted redskin. An East-West (or Home-and-Frontier) counterpoint appeared before the North-South variation developed, just as there was a White-Red before there was a White-Black variation. The Old Settler-Immigrant counterpoint turned up about as soon as the second wave of immigrants landed. The Protestant-Catholic and the Gentile-Jewish themes were not long in following.

What America has lacked in the way of overt class conflict she has made up in indigenous tension of her own peculiar heritage... It is hoped... that we have not contributed to the ways in which history has permitted counterpoint to “disintegrate into mere contradiction.”

—C. Vann Woodward, American Counterpoint
Abstract

This thesis explores the unification devices employed by two antebellum Baptist ministers in the American slavery debate. By analyzing the published correspondence between Rev. Francis Wayland of New England and Rev. Richard Fuller of South Carolina it is noted that their focus on charity throughout their debate allows them to effectively promote and demonstrate unity to a fragmented national audience. It becomes clear that their reliance on charity, much akin to Augustine’s rule of charity, is the fundamental tool that allows the men to harmonize otherwise irreconcilable differences. Specifically identified in this study are the men’s similar biblically-based argumentative strategies, their interpretive reliance on charity, and their explicit incorporation of charity into their correspondence with one another and their audience. Granting significance to these identifications are the parallel connections made between antebellum arguments and contemporary religious-political debates which continually beget national and religious dissonance.
Chapter 1: Setting the Scene

In 1865, when Lincoln stated, “Both read the same Bible, and pray to the same God; and each invokes His aid against the other,” he was referring to the northern states and the southern states. However, he might as well have been referring to the northern and southern sectors of the Baptist church—sectors which permanently split in 1845 over the religious slavery debate.

The Baptist church, like many other organizations existing in the antebellum period, demonstrated its fair share of internal discord. Ministers on either side of the Mason-Dixon Line raised themselves to their pulpits and passionately proclaimed the biblically-based “truth” about slavery—yet their truths did not seem to equate. The general reaction to this sectionalism and disagreement was varied; some Baptists vehemently denounced the views of their counterparts, while others demonstrated a more “gracious spirit” (see Baker 81-84, McKibbens 175-176). The former instigated further sectionalism while the latter promoted unity and amendment.

Two of the more gracious-spirited Baptist ministers were Richard Fuller of South Carolina and Francis Wayland of New England. Like other ministers of their represented regions, both men founded their slavery positions on the Bible. Both men claimed interpretive validity. Both men believed “all parts of Scripture were equally channels of truth” (Shanks 132). And, like others, both men derived from the Bible opposing positions on slavery. Distinguishing Fuller and Wayland from other men, however, is the manner in which they debated this divergence—not with vehemence or dogmatism, but with a model sense of graciousness and a guiding sense of charity.
In the following pages I present a case study of the published 1845 correspondence between Richard Fuller and Francis Wayland—a correspondence through which they amiably but passionately explicate their opposite positions on slavery. I argue that, despite the obvious differences between proslavery Fuller and antislavery Wayland, both men are able to exhibit and promote a much-needed sense of unity to a very estranged national audience—a sense which they rely upon to resolve the slavery debate and heal the nation. To make this argument I highlight 1) the men’s similar biblically-based argumentative strategies and their 2) explicit and 3) implicit reliance on charity as a guiding rhetorical principle.

As a lens for these demonstrations I employ Augustine’s rule of charity. While Fuller and Wayland may not have consciously been aware of their connection to Augustine, it is evident that their rhetoric both relies on and promotes an ethos of charity akin to the charitable theory of interpretation that Augustine developed in the fourth and fifth centuries. In the course of this study I demonstrate that Augustine’s theory is as applicable to American religious rhetoric and debate as it was to fourth century European studies of scripture.

**Rationale**

Currently, there is not a civil war literally being fought in our backyards. This is true. Turn to any news media, however, and the dissonance of the American populace will loudly and glaringly announce itself. Perfectly exemplifying the many facets over which Americans are in disagreement is a recent controversy surrounding several lines published by Family Leader, an organization devoted to the promotion of the traditional
family. In July of 2011 Family Leader stated: “Slavery had a disastrous impact on African-American families, yet sadly a child born into slavery in 1860 was more likely to be raised by his mother and father in a two-parent household than was an African-American baby born after the election of the USA’s first African-American President” (Haberman). Although this statement was meant to induce conversation over the issue of traditional versus nontraditional households, it triggered outbursts from a much broader audience. While debate obviously ensued between both sides of the marriage debate, historians, liberals and conservatives, minority groups, and church groups all had something (different) to say in response. The result was a cacophony of rejoinders from proponents and opponents of a multitude of issues that were tangentially related to Family Leader and its statement—an instant demonstration of the many ongoing debates in American society and politics.

Yet, perhaps most interesting about this statement is not only its response rate but the fact that, in defense of the supposedly biblically-based institution of traditional marriage, the organization brings up another once biblically-based institution—slavery. It seems that even now, one hundred and fifty years later, Americans are still debating over the role the Bible should directly play in the secular world and how it should be interpreted. Just as proslavery and antislavery activists pulled from scripture to defend their arguments, so too do we see present-day Christians making secular claims which they have founded on biblical text. Although Americans are no longer divided over the issue of slavery, other more current controversies (especially those potentially entailing direct biblical arguments like gay marriage, abortion, and euthanasia) have the nation’s
populace in a similar state of division. By understanding the historical parallels of American disunity, we may better approach the dividing issues of today.

Like ourselves, Fuller and Wayland lived in an era riddled with disharmony and rising religious controversy. Yet, despite these troubles and their own personal differences, in their published correspondence with one another Fuller and Wayland are able to persuasively present a model of collaboration and unity. On account of this, the examination of their antebellum religious arguments for and against slavery will be enlightening, significant, and useful to present-day readers on immediate, historical and rhetorical levels.

On the immediate level I clarify how Fuller and Wayland both demonstrate an exemplary manner in which religious leaders can and should handle issues of controversy that divide churches and nations. Specifically, I highlight the men’s exemplary rhetorical methods and the manners in which they benevolently consider their subject, one another, and their audiences.

On the historical level, this examination implicitly highlights the parallels between antebellum and twenty-first century religious-political controversies. As has been illustrated in this section, America’s history with civil disunity is far from over. Thus it is important to understand our past so that we might approach the present and the future with more wisdom and understanding of underlying historical areas of tension.

Lastly, the rhetorical significance of this study is twofold. Firstly, it is significant because it delves anew into the ancient yet current subject of biblical hermeneutics. Once studied by Augustine in the fourth century, the area of biblical interpretation is
still quite relevant and necessary to study (as illustrated by certain religious-political activists among others). Secondly, this examination of the Fuller-Wayland correspondence provides the opportunity to see how rhetoric alone can create a sense of unity within a divided community or even nation. Although Fuller and Wayland may not have stopped the war, or even the Baptist schism, their rhetoric certainly won them the respect of varying audience members from all corners of the nation (McKibbens 179 and 184). A century and a half later, their letters still effectively demonstrate one method of approaching a heated debate and working toward its resolution.

**Literature Review**

In the decades leading up to the Civil War, the political sphere was not the only field in which disharmony resonated; the religious arena was similarly experiencing dissonance and growing sectionalism (see Forbes). Perhaps one of the most affected denominations was the Baptist church. As the slavery debate gained attention, so too did underlying inconsistencies among Baptists churches in the North and South. As these differences drew attention, residents from both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line began to speak up.

In the early antebellum period, however, southern churches presented virtually no form of apologia regarding slavery; thus, “they were truly taken by surprise by the abolitionists’ postal campaign of 1835” (Tise 208). They were not prepared with defensive arguments simply because they had never needed them; slavery was simply an institution “[taken] for granted” by nearly all European settlers (Harrill 163). Even northern churches were surprisingly quiet on the issue right up until a “religious
“impulse” and “sectional crusade against the South” came rushing to life in the thirties (McKivigan 6). The reason for this initial paucity? From a strictly historical perspective the answer is that despite “considerable differences in theology, polity, and demographic makeup, northern churches shared a proslavery heritage. With the exception of only a few pietistic sects, such as the Society of Friends or the Quakers, northern churches in the colonial era had displayed a high degree of toleration toward the institution in both the North and the South” (McKivigan 7). Prior to the swift rise of abolition, southern churches maintained amiable relations with their northern counterparts. As religious ideologies in the north began to change, however, southern churches suddenly found themselves in a defensive position.

Within some denominations, northern counterparts left it up to their southern halves to explain or resolve the slavery issue on their own. Others regarded slavery as “a secular matter toward which religious bodies should remain neutral” (McKivigan 8). Still others “acknowledged slavery as an evil institution and believed that the [southern] churches should support gradualistic programs, such as colonization, and later, nonextensionism, to end it” (8). Many of these differences depended on the particular ministers’ denominational affiliation, regional setting, and seminarian education (for more on early American religious education and preaching see: Brown and Edwards).

Within the Baptist denomination, however, a particularly strong rift was felt between the northern and southern halves.

In the years between the Revolution and the Civil War, the unity of the Baptist church was fragile; “Baptists tended to be very individualistic, and their church polity
encouraged it” (McKibbens 158). While, on the one hand, such independence enabled the denomination to spread far and wide through individual churches, it simultaneously crippled collaboration within the larger church body (158). Just as the church finally began to become somewhat firmly unified through joint foreign missions efforts which were largely led by southern minister Richard Fuller, the spirit of abolition took hold of the northern churches and created sectional division once again (see McKibbens 158-167 and Wentz 76-78).

Interestingly enough, while some Baptist church leaders passionately condemned the views of their counterparts with “harsh words from pulpits both North and South” or with clear-cut biblical “statistics” (respectively, see Brookes and Stringfellow), a handful of ministers chose instead to exhibit empathy and even warmth toward one another (McKibbens 176). Northerner Francis Wayland and Southerner Richard Fuller are two such men. Considered moderates in the viewpoints of their respective regions, Wayland and Fuller were both simultaneously widely respected and scrutinized by the Baptist community. Their efforts to understand both sides of the (religious) slavery debate earned them the ears of the entire nation. Although the two men positioned themselves on different sides of the issue, the holistic concern they jointly expressed for all persons involved with the institution of slavery (slaves, slaveholders, supporters and abolitionists alike) increased their authority and credibility and thus amplified their ability to persuade (or at least affect) discordant audiences.

Francis Wayland
The “gracious spirit” of Francis Wayland demonstrated itself through his general disposition, his teaching, and his preaching (McKibbens 176). His behavior and writings attest to the fact that, more than anything, he sought to avoid or amend disharmony whenever possible. In 1835, when abolitionism was just on the rise, Wayland, then president of Brown University, banned any written or oral class discussion relating to slavery—not because the issue was not important, but because its discussion would only generate “further controversy” and general discord (Van Broekhoven 196-197; for more on the general antebellum religious slavery debate see Abrose, Fox-Genovese, and Shanks). Although the pressing nature of the issue eventually forced him to write and speak about slavery, above all Wayland valued and worked for peace and unity within the Baptist church. His focus on collaboration and his call for mutual compassion and understanding underscored his ethos as a speaker and enabled him to exert “a great influence upon the moral attitude of Northern Baptists toward their Southern counterparts” (McKibbens 180).

Despite (or perhaps because of) Wayland’s initial silence on slavery he was arguably “the most widely read moral philosopher of his generation” (Van Broekhoven 197). His overarching humility combined with his presidency at Brown, his ministry at the First Baptist Church of Boston, the national publication of several of his speeches, and, most importantly, the publication of his book *Elements of Moral Science* (which was even widely read and used in southern schools, although they skipped over the slavery portion) all contributed to his national acclaim as a prominent Baptist leader (Van Boekhoven 199, McGibbens 176-178). His “recognition that the people of the North
were far from guiltless” earned him the attention of his Northern audience and the appreciation of his Southern audience (McKibbens 180-1). Demonstrating his broad perspective, in a letter “to his sister he wrote, ‘There has been, I think, too much confessing other people’s sins, and not enough confessing our own’” (181). Although Wayland clearly maintained an antislavery position, he made a point to approach the debate holistically.

In 1844, with the support of the northern and the respect of the southern Baptists, Wayland set out to ascertain the absolute, bottom-line truth regarding the issue of slavery. After reading a short published defense of slavery written by fellow Baptist-minister Richard Fuller, Wayland took initiative to write a series of newspaper-published letters to Fuller and engage in an amiable but serious debate in order to “throw any light upon this difficult subject... [and] perform an acceptable service, both to the Church of Christ, and to our beloved country” (Fuller-Wayland 13). Published as a book shortly thereafter in 1845, the correspondence offered members of both sides of the slavery debate a window from which to view and understand their opponent’s perspective (Whitney “Pt. 1”).

*Richard Fuller*

Richard Fuller, like Wayland, was all too aware of the growing tensions within the Baptist church long before the Southern Baptist Church branched off. Because Fuller spent the first several decades of his ministry uniting the denomination through foreign mission projects, it was much to his chagrin that a schism emerged over the church’s inability to reconcile the controversial issue of slavery within their ideology. Although he
was equally concerned with the well-being of the entire Baptist church, Fuller’s proceedings and relationship with the slavery issue were vastly different from Wayland’s. Whereas Wayland attempted to objectively (and quietly) study and judge the institution from afar, “Fuller inherited several hundred slaves and had to deal with the moral implications from firsthand experience” (McGibbens 182). Wayland spoke and preached on slavery no more than necessary, while Fuller approached the topic with great fervor.

That Fuller felt called to preach and, specifically, to tackle the question of slavery was apparent in his homilies. His preaching, described by one listener as “logic on fire” and earning him the nickname “Prince of Preachers,” evidenced both his religious piety and his pre-ministry legal training (Cuthbert 133, 33-55, “A Brief History”). His “natural eloquence,” firsthand experience with slavery, and dedication to “preaching Jesus” made him an excellent leading preacher and orator (McGibbens 183, Whitney “part 2”). Like Wayland, he loved the Baptist “denomination and worked for it, but [unlike Wayland] preaching was Richard Fuller’s first love in the ministry and it was to this work that he gave his best and longest hours” (Whitney “part 2”).

The eloquence and passion that Fuller imbued his sermons with “appealed to the least educated slave as well as the cultured planter;” he quickly became nationally recognized and was invited to speak beyond his hometown of Beaufort, South Carolina in other parts of the south as well as the north (McGibbens 183). Fuller so affected his audiences, that after one particularly famous sermon given before the Triennial Convention in Baltimore in 1841 an adamant abolitionist reportedly went up to Fuller,
threw his arms around him and exclaimed ‘Brother Fuller, I love you’ … As they stood there, weeping, and embracing each other, it was as if Jesus had come in and said, ‘Peace, be still’” (Cuthbert 181). The love, compassion, and overall “enlightened and genuine Christian character” that Fuller emitted were evident to all and ardently recorded in church records, letters, and his biography (Nettles, Cuthbert, McGibbens).

When Fuller moved to the Eutaw Baptist Church of Baltimore in 1847 his appeal to a diverse audience was only augmented. Now positioned in a border state, it was as if he were in the front lines of the slavery debate all throughout the late antebellum period and into the Civil War. His ability to captivate an audience did not go wasted. Although during the Civil War Fuller “continued his allegiance to the United States,” he “was one of a committee that introduced resolution of sympathy for the Confederacy” (McKibbens 184). Thus, “he maintained his influence in both sections of the country” (184). He sought to reconcile political and religious sectional divides and repeatedly lamented the extremist viewpoints of both the North and South.

Fuller’s initial defense of slavery which was published in the Christian Reflector evidences his underlying intent to heal political and religious sectionalism. He concludes this first letter “in the charity of the gospel, and with all respect,” and it is quite clear that these words are more than a mere formality. Throughout his subsequent correspondence with Wayland, the earnestness with which he seeks the truth and attempts to understand the other’s viewpoint marks his letter with sincerity and draws the appeal of a diverse readership. Amid an intense debate over slavery, “his letters to Francis Wayland were as gracious and kind as were Wayland’s to him… [thus,
exemplifying] how great and good men could differ, and differ in love” (McGibbens 184). The ideology of charity that both men implicitly imbued in their writing and exemplified in their actions ultimately became the uniting factor of their correspondence and leadership. Although, in their letters, they are unable to absolutely conclude or solve the slavery debate, they do present a path to resolution. Despite their differences and the influence of the times, both ministers implicitly demonstrate that at the heart of the debate’s resolution there is neither a single focus on biblical truth nor absolute truth, but on charity.

**Theory: Augustine’s Rule of Charity**

That the slavery debate was intensified, not mollified, by its religious underpinnings should come as no surprise; the Bible tends to lend itself to debate. As such, the study and application of biblical hermeneutics has existed almost as long as the Bible itself. Not long after the Council of Nicea (325 A.D.) decided upon the texts of the Bible, Saint Augustine of Hippo (354 – 430 A.D.) theorized about various modes of interpretation, specifically about interpretations of biblical passages. From within his multifaceted work *De doctrina Christiana* surfaces a theory of interpretation known as the rule of charity—one of his many tools for teaching scripture to students (see Press).

Based largely on scripture itself, Augustine’s theory accounts for biblical incongruences, chronological variances, and even interpretive multiplicity. Although Fuller and Wayland do not outwardly (or even consciously) apply Augustine’s rule of charity as a means of interpreting scripture, their seemingly incongruent biblical interpretations are indeed explainable in light of the rule of charity. It becomes
apparent, through Augustine, that the very cause of the men’s division (their biblical interpretations of slavery) is also their uniting factor; though they do not see eye to eye about slavery, their similar (charitable) approaches to the debate yield a path to unity. In noting their similarities and the implied rhetorical significance, the lasting importance and relevance of Augustine’s theory is illuminated.

While Augustine’s rule of charity may not have been commonly emphasized throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, society members, and particularly educated ministers, were at least well aware of humanitarian arguments that promoted benevolence toward all mankind—something akin to Augustine’s rule of charity. It was this rise of “humanitarianism [that] spawned movements to build almshouses, reform prisons, eliminate judicial torture, end capital punishment, and, most famously, abolish slavery” (Abruzzo 1). Among many reasons for society’s shift toward charity was the “slow transformation in moral thinking about the meaning of pain; the deliberate infliction of pain began to spark moral outrage” (2). Like Augustine, many people of the antebellum era sought to approach their actions and relationships benevolently (McKibbens 159-161). Not surprisingly, though, proslavery and antislavery advocates’ ideas of benevolence (or charity) greatly differed despite their purportedly shared intentions.

The potential variance of intended benevolence is, however, accounted for principally in Augustine’s *De doctrina Christiana* and somewhat in his *Confessiones* (see Paffenroth, and Troup’s *Temporality*). And while neither Fuller nor Wayland ever call upon Augustine’s work to illuminate the source of their incongruences, in retrospect it is
clear that the rule of charity both explains their differences and aids their arguments. Simultaneously at work to strengthen the ministers’ rhetoric is what Augustine and other early Christians referred to as the rule of faith. Although only indirectly relating to Fuller and Wayland’s letters, the rule of faith does inadvertently serve to ground their arguments and, again, unite the two men in a shared background.

If the rule of charity is the cornerstone of Augustine’s writings, then the rule of faith is the grout cementing it in place. Explained largely in Augustine’s Confessions and in De doctrina Christiana, the regula fidei “functions as an interpretive device in which the Christian faith [is] easily summarized for the purpose of resolving theological and exegetical questions” (Liftin 89). The “rule of faith,” for Augustine, was a shorthand exegesis or explanatory conclusion for particular religious issues and was “basically identical to the baptismal creed” one accepts upon their initial acceptance into the Church (Liftin 88, Eichenseer, see also appendix a). Employed in debates and studies, the bottom line of the regula fidei is that “One’s belief in God continues to be inferentially grounded on faith. Evidence merely functions to discriminate between competing claims to authority and establish the veridicality and reasonableness of the authority of the Christian Scriptures and church” (Beilby 27).

That said, when Augustine delves into problems of interpretation and the implementation of the rule of charity, the underlying understanding is that his hermeneutical arguments, evidences, and conclusions are all held together and preceded by faith—faith in the Christian doctrine and faith in God. While this study will not principally deal with the rule of faith, it is important to acknowledge its fundamental
connection to Augustine’s rule of charity and, subsequently, the shared religious foundation that Fuller and Wayland bring to their slavery debate.

Although Augustine’s rule of faith permeates his writing, undeniably the rule of charity is the “distinctive concept that permeates Augustine’s corpus, guiding his philosophy, doctrine, and rhetoric” (Troup “Rhetorical” 54). The rule of charity is developed in piecemeal fashion throughout much of his writing, but it is in *De doctrina* that we find the fundamental framework of the theory (for coverage of Augustine’s other works on charity see Troup “Rhetorical” and Eden). Although in most of Augustine’s writing his theory on charity explicitly deals with the interpretation of the Bible, it is not difficult to see how “Augustine’s rhetoric is useful for theory and interpretation outside the walls of the church” (Troup “Rhetorical” 45, see also Robertson). In fact, the generic altruistic framework of Augustine’s rule of charity allows the hermeneutical theory to lend itself to more general (and current) humanitarian subjects.

True, Augustine’s theory principally works through interpretations of ancient scripture. However, by merely shifting his interpretative focus and concern to more actively involve present-day humanity, Augustine provides a means of recontextualizing ancient interpreted text to be relevant while simultaneously upholding its original significance. He honors the “author’s design” while allowing for “the gracious and bountiful gift” of interpretive multiplicity in order to keep biblical texts relevant to present-day issues (Bakhtin 57-65, *De doctrina* 3.85). He states that text should “be understood not only historically and literally but also figuratively and prophetically, and
interpreted according to the aim of love, whether it be love of God or love of one’s neighbor, or both” (*De doctrina* 3.48). Under such conditions one may concurrently understand and apply multiple meanings that are both temporally relevant and authoritatively acceptable.

To determine such interpretations Augustine explains that (when reading scripture or, loosely, any text) one should first determine whether the message is intended to be literal or figurative—the most important and most complex step. Not surprisingly, distinction between the two is at the root of many biblically-based debates over slavery. While many slavery advocates pull for literal interpretations of New Testament passages, opponents of slavery push for figurative understandings of principle-teaching biblical text (see Fuller-Wayland debate). As an unbiased interpreter—at least, one not wrapped up in the antebellum slavery debate—Augustine insists that the interpreter must not allow his reading to become subjective. He warns: “If [men’s] minds are taken over by a particular prejudice, people consider as figurative anything that scripture asserts to the contrary” (*De doctrina* 3.36). Rather, one must be open to scripture’s meaning and objectively determine whether a passage is to be read as literal or figurative.

To make this distinction Augustine applies the rule of charity. He states: “Anything in the divine discourse that cannot be related either to good morals or to the true faith should be taken as figurative” (*De doctrina* 3.33). Reversely, “If the message is clear [and congruent with the faith], it should not be treated as figurative and related to something else” (3.39, see also 3. 54). Thus, clear from the onset is the notion that
Augustine “upholds the literal over the figurative reading whenever the former provides an interpretation in keeping with charity” (Eden 59).

In addition to these rules, Augustine clarifies that it is also the responsibility of the interpreter to ensure his reading is as close as possible to the Holy Spirit’s intended meaning (or in Bakhtin’s terms, the author’s design—be it however generative) (3.84). He states, one “may reach that meaning or carve out from the words another meaning which does not run counter to the faith, using the evidence of any other passage of the divine utterances” (3.84). Of course, this may produce a variety of interpretations which, so long as they uphold charity, are welcome. In Confessiones Augustine defends this multiplicity on the basis that “truth manifest in temporal contexts necessarily produces multiple true interpretations... [Because] Truth itself demands true interpretations in time and dissolves a simple equation of intention and meaning” (Troup 53-54, emphasis added; see Confessions 12.33.43).

That multiple valid interpretations may exist is not problematic because they all work in the same direction. As Augustine surmises in book one of De doctrina: “the fulfillment and end of the law and all the divine scriptures is to love” (1.85). Interpreted with care and benevolence in mind, no interpretation can be wrong. He warns, however, that, “anyone who thinks that he has understood the divine scriptures or any part of them, but cannot by his understanding build up this double love of God and neighbor, has not yet succeeded in understanding them” (1.86, see also Baer).

Additionally important to note is that “anyone who derives from [scripture] an idea which is useful for supporting this love but fails to say what the writer demonstrably
meant in the passage has not made a fatal error, and is certainly not a liar [but is misled]” (1.86-88). While interpretations may vary, they still must comply with the author’s (in this case God’s) fundamental implication. This, of course, underscores the importance of recognizing the difference between figurative and literal biblical passages—a key part of many antebellum slavery arguments, including Fuller and Wayland’s.

**Overview**

In the subsequent chapters I will focus on three aspects of Fuller and Wayland’s 1845 correspondence to make the argument that, despite the obvious differences between them, both men are able to exhibit and promote a much-needed sense of unity to a very estranged national audience—a sense which they rely upon to both resolve the slavery debate and heal the nation. First, I highlight the men’s similar biblically-based argumentative strategies. I show that when attempting to disclose a universal and absolute answer to the slavery problem, the argumentative strategies they employ are logical and biblically-based—thus allowing a diverse audience (from both sides of the debate) to understand and respect their points. Second, I demonstrate the men’s explicit reliance on charity as a guiding persuasive principle. Although the ministers do not refer to Augustine’s interpretive rule of charity, it is very clear that both men interpret biblical passages with love, compassion, and the wellbeing of others in mind—as is taught by Augustine. Lastly, I disclose Fuller and Wayland’s implicit reliance on charity as a guiding principle in their correspondence with one another and their concern for their audience. Through these latter two analyses I show that the ethos of
charity the men rely upon and promote rhetorically strengthens their individual and collective messages.

All three examinations, combined, support my claim that, though they may not have successfully concluded the slavery debate, Fuller and Wayland did successfully promote and personally exhibit unity to a devastatingly estranged audience. In doing so, Fuller and Wayland, despite their differences, together harmoniously served as leaders at a time when such models of benevolence and cooperation were greatly needed.
“Never before, I presume, has the defence of slavery on Christian principles been so ably conducted. Never before, I think, has any thing been written so admirably calculated to make a favorable impression on those who hold the opposite opinions.”

—Francis Wayland, 226

Chapter 2: Shaping the Argument

In 1844, when Francis Wayland and Richard Fuller first began their quest to reach and reveal to the public an absolute truth regarding slavery, they were unaware that the very same pursuit would ultimately beget a civil war. With striking vigor and admirable goodwill the men shared and evaluated one another’s viewpoints in an effort to reconcile Northern and Southern attitudes on slavery. To reduce the slavery debate to absolute truth, the men relied upon argumentative strategies that removed manipulative rhetoric from the debate and gave way to impartiality and credibility. More specifically, Fuller and Wayland employed the use of traditional dialectics and the Bible so as to appeal to the public’s sense of logic and religion.

The incorporation of both of these appeals is crucial given “that evangelical Christianity and Enlightenment liberalism have constituted two of the most influential movements in America” (Forbes 68). Of course, one need not be reminded that “the two forces have [also often] existed in a state of tension or outright conflict” (68). Thus, Fuller and Wayland are careful to incorporate logic and religion in a manner that takes advantage of their individual attributes and harmonizes their points of contention. By taking a dialectical approach to the scriptural justification of their viewpoints—by
logically assessing religious beliefs—Fuller and Wayland strengthen their appeal to a broad readership.

The men’s incorporation of dialectics and the Bible, though it suits their audience, is all the more appropriate when one takes into account their didactic and deductive goal, which Wayland states in his initial letter to Fuller: “I fully believe that you, equally with myself, desire to arrive at the truth on this question. If by the kind and fraternal exhibition of our views we can throw any light upon this difficult subject, we shall, I am sure, perform an acceptable service, both to the Church of Christ, and our beloved country” (13). Unlike others who endeavored to prove their position on slavery, Fuller and Wayland acknowledge their goal not as rhetorically defending their position, but as didactically determining and illuminating the truth.

They identify this endeavor as both their duty as Christian leaders and their responsibility as American citizens; by reducing the slavery debate to absolute truth they are catering to the charity of all—working toward the wellbeing of their nation and their fellow countrymen. In his concluding letter to Fuller, Wayland states:

_We make our own laws._ Every citizen who exercises the right of suffrage, is himself responsible for every law that is made, unless he has put forth his full constitutional power to prevent it. Hence, a grave responsibility rests upon every Christian citizen in respect to the laws by which he is governed. If he favor, or if he do not constitutionally resist, laws at variance with the gospel which he professes, he is responsible to God for all the wrong which these laws create. (105-106, original emphasis)
This national and religious responsibility rested on their shoulders as Wayland and Fuller approached their correspondence. Their sincere goal of dutifully determining the righteousness of the laws and beliefs with which they live was an undertaking that left no room for libel, manipulation, or dogmatic rhetoric.

What is interesting about the men’s overall intended impartiality is that their series of letters actually began with a single one-sided letter Fuller submitted to the Christian Reflector at the request of the editor. In the letter Fuller very simply summarizes his Southern proslavery viewpoints without attempting to incorporate any Northern arguments for the main reason that he had not yet heard any. He explains that of all the speeches “at Philadelphia”¹ not one of them was a cohesive logical argument:

When even moderate men, and men seemingly very kind and calm in private, mounted the rostrum and felt the oratorical afflatus, we invariably heard, not arguments, but denunciations of this sort; we were sure to have eternal changes rung on the moral evil of slavery, the sin of slavery, the abominable guilt of slavery,—to be told that the ineffable horrors of slavery did not admit of discussion, and to be seriously asked what article of the decalogue slavery does not violate. (1-2)

---

¹ Here I can only assume that Fuller is referring to the 1844 Triennial Convention of the Baptist Denomination, which took place in Philadelphia—the city being the Baptist Foreign Mission’s national headquarters until the Southern members split off in 1845. Instigating this split was the 1844 request for and subsequent refusal of missionary ordination to a Georgia member on the grounds that he was a slaveholder (Baker “Southern”). Fuller alludes to this 1844 conflict on numerous occasions including in the footnote on page 133 and on page 161.

It should also be noted that by this time Philadelphia had thoroughly established itself as an enduring antislavery powerhouse, largely beginning with its accommodation of twenty of the twenty-four Antislavery Conventions held between 1794 and 1828 (Geffen 264).
Here and elsewhere Fuller asserts (and Wayland concedes) that the North, and certainly the abolitionists, had failed to provide clear and thorough explanations of their arguments against slavery (see also 13-15, 20). Furthermore, he asserts that the issue had yet to be explored in a manner void of manipulative or acerbic rhetoric. For Wayland—a man who spent the majority of his life avoiding controversy—this glaring absence was too unacceptable to ignore, especially since Fuller had made several references to Wayland’s previous writing (see 4, 5, 10). Thus, in November of 1844 Wayland found himself called to provide Fuller and his Southern counterparts with a clear, logical, and calm account of his antislavery perspective so as to ultimately answer the single question “is slavery a moral evil?” (33).

With their didactic goal in mind and their open attitudes in check, Fuller and Wayland penned a series of public letters to one another. Aware of the high emotions and manipulative rhetoric that previously characterized the slavery debate, Fuller and Wayland advance a clean and clear perspective on the issue. Everything from the organization of the letter series to the examples included within individual paragraphs is noticeably tailored to provide readers with a clear understanding of both sides of the slavery debate and to work toward an absolute truth. The men intentionally avoid rhetorical judgments throughout their deductive correspondence, and instead employ dialectical strategies to obtain truth. More specifically, Fuller and Wayland rely upon repeated division and subdivision to unpack the morality of slavery, and then upon syllogisms and analogies to illuminate smaller points.
Fuller’s original November 7, 1844 letter to the editor of the *Christian Reflector* was a mere short synopsis of his proslavery viewpoints, so it was Wayland who (initiated their correspondence and) ultimately decided how to divide his responses and direct their discussion of slavery. It was imperative that each letter be relatively short and self-contained, not crossing too much into the subsequent letter given the gap of seven days between the letters’ weekly publication in the *Christian Reflector* (a small four-paneled newspaper run in Boston by the Baptist denomination from 1838-1848) (“About”). With such as the case, Wayland divided his letters so as to first decipher the actual question at hand (What is slavery?), next to deduce what it potentially violates (morality, human rights), then to examine the question from the Old and New Testaments, and finally to assert his discussion’s bearing on his readers. Fuller’s subsequent letters, in turn, are organized and divided in a similar fashion, containing direct answers to Wayland’s posed assertions (see appendix B, for a detailed list of the letters).

The breakdown of these letters, as straightforward as it may seem, is significant because the letters’ division and organization is the first demonstration of the men’s dialectical approach. Fuller and Wayland divide the massive slavery debate in a manner that allows them to tackle it in readable and semi-conclusive portions, all the while maintaining the interest of their readership. There is an argument to be made that their letters did, in fact, appeal to the audience given their regular appearance on and occupation of a sizeable portion of the second page panel of the *Christian Reflector*. Moreover, when the final letter in the series was published it was on the front page, a section reserved for particularly noteworthy articles (see appendix c for page display).
Thus evidenced is that the men’s basic structure and organization of their letters, among other dialectical elements, did indeed appeal to their audience and effectively break down the large question of slavery.

To ensure that even the minutest arguments were thoroughly explained, careful division continues within each of the individual letters. It would, however, take countless hours and pages to exhibit every example of the men’s repeated division and subdivision, and doing so would be unnecessarily excessive. Every single letter within the series displays similar dissection, organization, and explanation, so it is sufficient enough to highlight the dialectics of a single letter, representing the whole. I have chosen to do so using Wayland’s sixth letter to Fuller, the letter encompassing an examination of the New Testament’s position on slavery, for several reasons. First, Wayland set the dialectical tone and organization pattern of the discussion, so it is proper that one of his letters should be used as the example. Second, his sixth letter includes all the particular dialectical strategies that I wish to highlight—strategies which are otherwise scattered throughout the men’s other letters. Lastly, because the subject of his sixth letter is the New Testament it provides ample examples of how Wayland relies not only on dialectics to establish truth, but also on biblical authority to appeal to his audience.

Wayland’s sixth letter begins with a syllogism, thus setting the dialectical tone and organization of the subsequent paragraphs. Here and elsewhere Wayland employs syllogisms in his letters, which are often set apart from the surrounding sentences in the paragraph and broken down into premises (e.g. 51, 52). On numerous occasions Fuller
responds to Wayland’s syllogisms (e.g. 181) and, in addition, he advances his own (e.g. 182). These syllogisms effectively allow the men to illustrate the arguments of both sides in a clear-cut manner, void of rhetorical flourishes and entanglements. Given the familiarity with which the men’s letters were written Wayland felt it necessary to apologize for the implementation of such a formal tool (54). Yet he defends his decision by explaining, “I have thought that thus I could present the points at issue with greater distinctness than seemed possible in any other” (54).

In Wayland’s sixth letter he demonstrates the clarifying quality of syllogisms; after alluding to his previous (fifth-letter) demonstration of the Old Testament’s provision of “nothing more than the permission of slavery... exclusively to the Jews,” Wayland asserts that if the Bible provides the allowance of slavery in the southern states then the “defence of slavery is narrowed down to the limits of the New Testament” (an enthymeme in itself) (77). A subsequent syllogism allows him to clarify the hypothetical significance of such a biblical defense. He poses:

The New Testament was not given, like the Mosaic law, to one people, but to the whole race; not for one period, but for all time. If, therefore, it tolerates slavery really and truly—if this is the doctrine of our Saviour, it justifies this institution to all men; and Pagans, Christians, and Mohammedans who have united in abolishing it, have greatly erred in supposing it to be at variance with the clearest principles either of natural justice or of Christian duty. (78)

It is the minor premise of this syllogism that Wayland sets out to deny in the unfolding letter.
His biblical denunciation of slavery in this letter is divided into three stages: (1) an exhibition of every single New Testament reference to slavery, (2) an examination of whether the New Testament allows even the most basic concept of slavery, and (3) an explanation of the Bible’s condemnation of slavery. Within the first section of his letter, Wayland literally separates, numbers, and quotes every verse referencing slavery, although he does not copy down the parables that refer to servitude since “the object of these parables is to enforce some duty which had no respect to slavery, [and therefore] no one will for a moment pretend that this sort of allusion has any bearing upon the question” (78).

Wayland divides the verses into two categories, those addressing servants and those addressing masters, and within each subsection he interprets their combined intended significance. Of the first category, he suggests the verses teach “patience, meekness, fidelity, and charity—duties which are obligatory on Christians towards all men, and of course towards masters” (81 emphasis added). From the second category of verses, those that by Southern accounts sanction the institution of slavery, he concludes that the verses “simply inculcate on masters the duty of treating the slave as he himself would wish to be treated; and of allowing to him suitable means of subsistence. And that is all” (82). By listing every New Testament verse referencing slavery Wayland demonstrates to his audience that he is holistically examining the scriptural argument on slavery; he is not cherry-picking his biblical support, but rather

---

2 As Fuller points out in his fifth letter, Wayland fails to include reference to 1 Corinthians 7:18-22, which addresses slaves and masters alike. While the verse does not alter Wayland’s argument, that Fuller calls attention to the omission is important to note because it highlights his devotion to thoroughly examining the question of slavery. For the complete list of verses see footnotes 3 and 6.
taking into account all passages, regardless of their apparent proslavery or antislavery message.

Delving even further into the New Testament verses, Wayland pauses the onward march of his exhibition to examine whether the two verses\(^3\) within the second category, those addressing masters, do indeed “grant a universal permission to establish and maintain [slavery] everywhere and at all times” (83). He explains that if those two verses allow for the men’s previously-established definition of slavery—that they allow for (a) one man to control another and (b) one to use all means necessary to ensure perpetuity—then the verses also infer one has the right to “the means necessary for getting it” (the conclusion of yet another enthymeme) (83). It is at this point in the letter that Wayland employs one of his many analogies to provide absolute clarity of his argument. He poses:

Suppose that a foreign foe should land an overwhelming force on your shores, for the sake of reducing the State of South Carolina to bondage; would not the language of every man, because he is a man, be, “Give me liberty or give me death!” And do you suppose that the apostolic precept respecting masters and slaves was intended to stifle this first and strongest aspiration of a human soul? Suppose that such an enemy should establish this authority, and reduce you to servitude, it would be your duty as men, and especially as Christians, to be kind, charitable, and forbearing; to avoid lying, purloining, and deceit. But would it not

---

\(^3\) These verses are found on page 82 and read: “Ephesians vi.8: ‘And ye masters, do the same thing unto them, forbearing threatening, knowing that your Master also is in heaven; neither is there respect of persons with him.’ ...Colossians iv.1: ‘Masters, render to your servants that which is just and equal; knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven.’”
be a most cruel mockery to plead the apostolic precepts on this subject in
justification of the tyranny and oppression under which you were crushed? Now,
strong as this case may seem, I think it is put fairly. For we are always to
remember that a New Testament rule is a universal rule. It was not made for the
Northern or the Southern States, for white men or for black men, but for all men.
And hence the precept which would justify slavery in one case, would justify it
equally in all similar cases. (84-85)
By here employing an analogy Wayland is able to put his argument into perspective for
his Southern readers, who are well aware of the biblical calls for Christian behavior but
have potentially not fully comprehended all implications of such teachings—specifically
not the implications relating to their own hypothetical enforcement into servitude or
submission to tyrannical rule. With the conclusion of this analogy Wayland asserts his
argument that the New Testament verses do not, in fact, tolerate slavery, but rather
they “were given for the sake of correcting its abuses” (85).

After clarifying this first assertion and setting the stage for his later argument
that the Bible actually *condemns* slavery, Wayland transitions into the second section of
his letter, his examination of whether or not the Bible allows for even the most basic
concept of slavery, void of potential abuses. Here he again relies on division, syllogisms,
and analogies to explicate and reinforce his points. He begins with a long list of negative
details regarding the status quo of Roman slavery at the time of Christ, including
specifics like, “In Delos alone, 10,000 slaves were sometimes bought and sold in a single
day,” “the master had the power of life and death over the slave,” “[slaves] were
exposed to the most unrelenting barbarity,” etc. (see 86-87). Like all other lists in Fuller and Wayland’s letters, this list is set apart from the surrounding paragraphs and is numbered for emphasis and ease. By listing, numbering, and bulleting certain points (which the men do well over ten times throughout their correspondence), Fuller and Wayland are able to effectively call attention to a particular breakdown of ideas; this is especially true when one recalls that their letters were published in long skinny columns of a newspaper and that any sort of numeration visually stood out to the reader. In the case of Wayland’s list of facts on Roman slavery, effectively highlighted is the sheer volume and brutality of slavery in the apostolic era.

Wayland highlights these brutal statistics so as to juxtapose them to his supposition; he poses that if the New Testament verses allowed for slavery in the main, they did so “with all these facts in sight” (87). Given his original syllogism on the universal application of Biblical passages he concludes then that if the New Testament upholds slavery then “All [of the Roman facts are], therefore, permitted to us and to all men, on the sanction of inspiration (which is the conclusion of another syllogism). What is more, if this holds true then the Bible, the text that leads millions of men and women’s lives, “falls infinitely below the Declaration of American Independence” (88). In this syllogism within his larger syllogism we see Wayland appealing not only to his readers’ sense of logic and religious convictions, but also their patriotic pride. He points out that if the Bible, the world’s most important religious text, upholds slavery then it is potentially morally inferior to a simple legal document and, furthermore, that it contradicts the founding principles of the American nation. Asserted, then, is Wayland’s
second point that the New Testament cannot allow for even slavery in the main, without violating basic notions of religion (and American politics).

Upon arriving at this assertion Wayland has more or less thoroughly addressed whether the Bible *allows for slavery*. He has divided the notion of New Testament slavery support into two smaller concepts and effectively reduced them until clear truths are revealed. In clarifying the New Testament slavery passages Wayland has both explained his antislavery biblical interpretation and addressed common proslavery arguments, which Fuller alluded to in his initial letter. Given this progress Wayland embarks on the third and final section of his letter: his explanation of the Bible’s *condemnation* of slavery. In these remaining six pages of his letter, Wayland establishes what the Bible’s position is regarding slavery and how it asserts this message. Although he briefly touches on it here, it is in his seventh letter that Wayland thoroughly explains why the Bible uses its particular method of instruction.

To summarize his last few points on slavery’s scriptural condemnation is relatively easy because Wayland reserves the majority of his subdivision and in-depth analysis for the subsequent letter. In short, Wayland asserts that “the New Testament contains no *precept* prohibitory of slavery... [because] It has, in my opinion, prohibited it in a manner far more emphatic than could have been done by any precept” (89). Given the “moral darkness of the heathen world,” “effulgent truths” in the form of principles were slowly poured forth by the gospel to slowly be learned by the people (92). In defense of the slow implementation of these principles (for Fuller had previously stated
that if slavery were a sin it would have been directly and immediately condemned in the Bible, Wayland offers the following analogy:

You may give your child, if he were approaching to years of discretion, permission to do an act, while you inculcate upon him principles which forbid it, for the sake of teaching him to be governed by principles rather than by direct enactment. In such a case you would expect him to obey the principle, and not avail himself of the permission. So in the present instance, were the permission proved, we, as moral creatures of God, would be bound by the principles which controlled it. (93-94)

The inclusion of this analogy, as with the others, is significant because it allows the readers (specifically those who might otherwise oppose his viewpoints) to relate to and even agree with his particular point. Although Southern readers may still hold fast to their belief that the Bible explicitly sanctions slavery, they are at least able to begin to see the rationale behind biblically-based antislavery arguments.

This last analogy essentially concludes Wayland’s sixth letter, although it is clear that his discussion of the New Testament’s inculcation methods does continue in the subsequent letter published a week later. Even though his entire New Testament argument is not yet fully concluded, in this sixth letter Wayland’s division of his preliminary proofs clearly explains his points and sets up his argumentative justification. Readers, both Northern and Southern, have been exposed to clean and logical examinations and explanations of scriptural antislavery arguments.
Within this letter, Wayland’s employment of analogies, syllogisms, and constant division, fully supports his and Fuller’s avowed intention of throwing “any light upon this difficult subject” (2). Here and elsewhere Wayland and Fuller’s devotion to exhaustively and logically dissecting the scriptural arguments on slavery demonstrates that they have in mind, not victory, but the mutual understanding and settlement upon a clear and absolute truth (138). Their constant division and subdivision of concepts and their ready use of syllogisms and analogies show their enduring desire to conclude the issue in a manner that persuasively affects the reader, not with rhetoric or manipulative language, but with clarity and truth.

By relying upon basic argumentative strategies—division, syllogisms, and analogies—Wayland and Fuller do their best to create a collection of letters in which slavery is holistically and impartially examined without the entanglement of rhetoric. Their comingling of logical and biblically-based arguments speaks to their concern for each other, their readership, and the nation. While there are obvious strategic advantages to incorporating the Bible into any nineteenth century debate, in Wayland and Fuller’s case their dual approach demonstrates their driving sense of religious duty—their intrinsic desire to determine and advance the will of God for the betterment of humanity. In Christian terms, to promote the true will of God is to practice charity; in their attempt to deduce the truth of slavery Fuller and Wayland clearly practiced and promoted charity. Their argumentative strategies, however, are not the only aspect of their discourse that promotes charity. As will be highlighted in the following chapters, the men both explicitly and implicitly promote and practice charity through their biblical
interpretations, their words, and their actions, and they thereby endeavor to soothe the disharmony heard along the Mason Dixon.
“The fulfillment and end of the law and all the divine scriptures is to love.”

—Saint Augustine, De doctrina 1.85

Chapter 3: Seeking the Truth

Because the United States was born out of Christiandom, many of the laws and values of its people are a direct reflection of their once strictly Bible-based beliefs and lifestyles (see Wentz 27-32). That said, in the years leading up to the Civil War interpretations of the Bible played a fundamental role in the political, social, and religious arguments of people from the north and the south. From this trend Fuller and Wayland are not exempt. In fact, six of their fifteen originally published letters are devoted solely to discussing their biblical interpretive variances. Yet despite their many points of contention, a complete examination of their scriptural interpretations reveals that both men interpret the Bible through the same lens—through a lens of charity. Otherwise irreconcilable, Fuller and Wayland’s bipolar conclusions regarding slavery as derived from the Old and New Testaments are explained in light of Augustine’s rule of charity.

As previously mentioned in the introduction, Augustine’s rule of charity consists of two basic premises to which all valid interpretations must adhere. First, an interpretation must be able “to be understood not only historically and literally but also figuratively and prophetically” (De doctrina 3.48). Second, a passage must be “interpreted according to the aim of love, whether it be love of God or love of one’s neighbor, or both” (3.48). Given these conditions, one begins to see room for interpretive multiplicity, but Augustine is not yet finished.
The rule of charity also entails two steps one must take to correctly interpret scripture. The first is to determine whether a passage is meant as literal or figurative. He maintains that “if the message is clear” and congruent with the faith then it should be interpreted literally, and that this mode of interpretation should trump the latter whenever it is “in keeping with charity” (3.39, see also 3.54 and Eden 59). Conversely, Augustine holds that one should interpret scripture figuratively whenever the passage “cannot be related either to good morals or to the true faith” (3.33). Unfortunately for Fuller and Wayland (and antebellum America), Augustine does not mention exactly how one should interpret a passage that arguably is incongruent with the faith and cannot be related back to good morals (e.g. seemingly proslavery passages).

The second step Augustine advances does, however, provide some assistance; Augustine insists that it is the responsibility of the interpreter to ensure his reading is as close as possible to the Holy Spirit’s intended meaning (3.84). Of course, as Fuller and Wayland demonstrate in their correspondence, it is not always easy to deduce exactly what God’s words mean. However, throughout his explanation of the rule of charity, Augustine repeats the idea that varying interpretations of the same passage are fully acceptable and valid, so long as they adhere to the basic principles he first laid out. This allowance of multiplicity is based on the idea that the varied versions will all work in the same direction—a key concept when understanding the interpretive differences that ultimately stumped the deductions of Fuller and Wayland.

Largely considered the more literal interpreter of the two, Fuller advances arguments which incorporate biblical interpretations that explain God’s direct and
explicit allowance for slavery on the basis that the system is charitably run. Wayland, on the other hand, upholds biblical interpretations that explain God’s *indirect* denunciation of slavery on account of charity—charity on behalf of the victims and charity on behalf of the abusers who, as Jesus explained “know not what they do” (Luke 23:34). Before explicating how these two seemingly incongruent readings may be reconciled in light of charity, it is first necessary to plainly clarify the men’s individual biblical interpretations.

The root of the men’s interpretive differences lies in the Old Testament and the fact that the Hebrews—including Abraham—maintained slaves under God’s watch. The many passages relating to the regulation of slavery are found principally in the Pentateuch, or the first five books of the Bible. Here God instructs his people on the consequences of certain actions (e.g. committing adultery with a female slave or physically harming a slave) and the manner in which other actions should be made (e.g. buying, selling, and emancipating slaves). Given the direct nature in which these regulations are stated, slavery opponents like Wayland tend toward a very different interpretation of the passages than that of slavery proponents like Fuller.

In short, slavery proponents like Fuller maintain the straightforward belief that “The Old Testament did sanction slavery... the system itself” but that it condemns “the abuses of slavery” (3, 4). Fuller derives support of this argument from many passages including one from the book of Exodus which commands: “And if a man smite the eye of his servant, or the eye of his maid, that it perish; he shall let him go free for his eye’s

---

sake. And if he smite out his manservant’s tooth, or his maidservant’s tooth; he shall let him go free for his tooth’s sake” (Ex 21:26-27). Fuller argues that this and other precepts set by God suggest the system of slavery itself is acceptable, but its abuses must not be overlooked. (Of course with this assertion comes his implied argument that what God sanctions for the Hebrews he sanctions for all men of all times—a point which Wayland later contests, as previously discussed in chapter two.)

This foundational argument, that the crime “is not slaveholding, but cruelty,” is additionally supported by Fuller in a number of ways (8). Firstly, he points out the fact that not a single verse in the Bible directly condemns the institution, which it would do if slavery were a sin, just as the Bible explicitly “denounces all other prominent forms of sin” (213, 8). Secondly, Fuller importantly notes that the Bible does not contradict itself when one assumes the (direct proslavery) precepts of the Old Testament work together with the apostolic teachings of the New Testament to correct the abuses of slavery (8). Unlike with prominent antislavery biblical interpretations, Fuller argues that with this read the Old and New Testaments are congruent.

Perhaps, however, the most significant support of Fuller’s proslavery biblical interpretation is his assertion that Jesus and his apostles treated social distinctions as irrelevant to the faith and declared that one can fulfill the will of God in any position—slave or free, gentile or Jew (189-190). The inclusion of this notion allows Fuller to suggest that the status of being a slave or holding slaves is not a moral issue (assuming it does not entail the mistreatment of others) and is certainly not a sin.
Fuller bases these ideas on a biblical passage that Wayland failed to mention in his list of slavery-related verses. He reminds Wayland in his fifth response letter that 1 Corinthians 7: 18-22 states:

‘Is any man called,’ says the apostle, ‘being circumcised? let him not become uncircumcised. Is he called in uncircumcision? let him not be circumcised. Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but the keeping of the commandments of God. Let every man abide in the same calling wherein he was called. Art thou called being a servant? care not for it; but if thou mayest be made free, use it rather. For he that is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the Lord’s freeman: likewise, also, he that is called, being free, is Christ’s servant.’

(189-190 original italics)

With this verse Fuller establishes his argument that “the true spirit of the gospel, instead of interfering with social relations, should cause the believer to soar above them; and that the advantages and disadvantages of all earthly conditions ought to be forgotten and swallowed up in the thought of those transports and raptures to which he is hastening” (190). The implied emphasis here is on man’s first and foremost mission: “Thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might” (Deut 6:5).

While Wayland certainly agrees with Fuller’s overall emphasis on serving God, his interpretation of how bondmen and freemen should meet that command is drastically different. To present his read of the Bible Wayland first deals with the Old Testament and refutes two basic proslavery ideas: (1) What God sanctions to the
Hebrews he sanctions to all and (2) God sanctioned slavery among the Hebrews. In dealing with the first proposition Wayland pauses to contemplate the various implications of the word “sanction.” Rather than signifying to not forbid, or to “approve or command” (which, he argues, are implications without biblical foundation on 52-54), Wayland suggests that the proper way to describe the Old Testament’s presentation of slavery is to quote Jesus and say that Moses/God “permitted slavery “because of the hardness of their [the Israelites’] hearts, or their untractable disposition” (56).

As such, Wayland argues that God certainly did not sanction or authorize slavery to all people of all times. Rather, he merely permitted certain circumstances but also provided precepts (and later principles) that would lead to gradual enlightenment and the eventual abolition of all slavery (57). Wayland asserts that this supposition is correct because the same mode of inculcation was also used to address other evils committed by the Hebrews, such as Polygamy and divorce, which “had since to a great degree ceased, at the time of the coming of Christ” (58). Given this plan of gradual enlightenment, Wayland asserts that when God provided the regulation of slavery in the Old Testament, he surely did not intend that those rules be applied to and slavery be permitted across all (future) ages.

Strengthening this notion of gradual enlightenment is Wayland’s argument that this pattern of inculcation continues on through the New Testament, “in a manner far more emphatic” through the many principles taught by Jesus and his apostles (89). Like

---

5 Wayland reminds his readers that in Matthew 19:3-9 Jesus is questioned by the Pharisees about the Mosaic law on divorce and responds “Moses indeed, because of your untractable disposition, permitted you to divorce your wives” (56 original italics).
Fuller, Wayland’s entire biblical slavery argument relies on both Testaments, but his interpretation of the passages concludes that the Jesus and the apostles indirectly taught that “slavery is forbidden” (106). Although he does concede to Fuller’s point that the New Testament does clearly and directly refer to on-going practices of slavery, he maintains that the surrounding principles Jesus teaches imply that those practices should end. Of the many principles taught in the New Testament, Wayland continually emphasizes benevolence, respect, charity, and love. Unlike the men’s discussion of Old Testament slavery-related passages, however, Wayland and Fuller do not often quote specific New Testament principles that support their arguments, beyond the basic commandment to love God and one’s neighbor. Rather, it is assumed that their readers already have an understanding of such teachings.

As the men justify their respective biblical arguments on slavery, it becomes increasingly clear that the underlying question that validates (or invalidates) both their arguments is whether or not it is against the principles taught by God to, very simply, own a slave. Both Fuller and Wayland assess this question logically and biblically; Fuller answering in the negative and Wayland answering in the positive. Initially, one would think that both men cannot be right; that one man has erred in his interpretation of the Bible and its precepts and principles. From an Augustinian perspective, however, I argue that their differences can be explained and their answers even accommodated.

---


It should be noted that Wayland only includes those that directly refer to slaves and masters, and omits verses which can be interpreted to refer to slavery (and subsequently may support the biblical proslavery argument), such as 1 Cor 6:19-20, which reads: “What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God’s.”
Following the hermeneutical guidelines advanced by Augustine, we see that Fuller and Wayland’s interpretations of scripture, both Old and New, meet his validity requirements; Fuller and Wayland’s interpretations of the passages are applicable historically, literally, figuratively, and prophetically and they maintain an “aim of love” for both God and one’s neighbor (assuming slavery is void of abuses and that social distinctions are not of moral concern) (*De doctrina* 3.48). In addition, Fuller and Wayland take the appropriate steps to follow the intentions of the Holy Spirit and to determine whether the passages to which they refer should be read literally or figuratively. Both men argue the intended messages are clear and congruent with the faith—that the advanced implications do abide by good morals and the teachings of the overall Bible. Is it possible, then, that both men could be right?

To answer this question one must look further into how Fuller contextualizes and conditions his proslavery justification. First and foremost it is important to note that under all circumstances he stresses that the end-goal of every individual’s life and all the relationships established therein is to love God and love one another. He argues that this goal *can* be achieved even in the institution of slavery so long as those in authority positions act in a Christian manner at all times. Of such optimism he asks, “And does not that charity which ‘hopeth all things and believeth all things,’ demand of him the hope and belief, that a brother, whom he knows to be a Christian, is ‘putting forth his authority for good and not for evil?’” (155). In a situation where authority figures were in check of their actions and used their position and power responsibly and
benevolently, Fuller argues slavery would be constantly under amelioration and no worse than despotism (155).

This amelioration which Fuller occasionally directly and indirectly mentions (and clearly believes in) is a crucial component of his biblical justification of slavery given that he maintains the Bible certainly does not allow for the abuses of slavery seen throughout history, including in colonial and antebellum America. As means of example, Fuller discusses how he himself manages his own slaves under a system which redresses many of the grievances of the opponents of slavery:

With reference to my own servants, their condition is as good as I can make it. They are placed under a contract, which no instrument of writing could make more sacred. By this contract they, on their part, perform not one half the work done by free laborers; and I, on my part, am bound to employ a missionary to teach and catechize them and their children; to provide them with a home, and clothes, and provisions, and fuel, and land to plant for themselves; to pay all medical bills; to guaranty to them all the profits of their skill and labor, in their own time; to protect them as a guardian; and to administer to the wants of the children, and of those that are sick, and infirm, and aged. (222)

Fuller’s personal system of slavery takes into account nearly every abuse condemned by the Bible’s teachings and by northern slavery opponents. As to the accusation that the system still limits the freedom of the slaves, he reminds the reader that such relational structures are labeled as irrelevant in the Bible (see 189-190 and 1 Corinthians 7:18-22).

7 Recall that at this time (1845) the movement involving the installment and revision of American labor laws had yet to gain full momentum.
Further still, he notes that such restrictions are no different than a parent’s governance over a child or a government’s restrictions over women and children (141, 148). From a strictly biblical standpoint, then, it does seem to be the case that a properly ameliorated system of slavery (one that continually adjusts for any developing abuses) could potentially be permitted to be in accordance with all Christian teachings.

To suppose that every single slaveholder in the south would uphold and implement all Christian teachings into their own system of slavery is another issue entirely. While Fuller may, potentially, possess a valid biblical proslavery argument by interpreting scripture through a lens of charity (and subsequently applying it to his life), the idea that all other slaveholders would follow his suit is inarguably idealist. Wayland points out this reality: “You and I know full well the character which the word of God attributes to fallen human nature. We have all been taught how insufferably arrogant and cruel the mind of man becomes, when intrusted with irresponsible power” (112). In short, Wayland contends that human nature at one time or another will give way to corruption, and those in the position of slaves will fall victim to others’ shortcomings.

Thus the men’s differences are solidified; Wayland holds that the Bible shows it is our Christian duty to eliminate slavery, while Fuller holds that the Bible shows it is our Christian duty to ameliorate slavery (as the basic system itself isbiblically permissible) (see 157). From an Augustinian hermeneutical perspective both men’s interpretations of the Bible are, in fact, permissible. Allowance for this multiplicity is based upon the fact that both interpretations of scripture work in the same direction; they both advance the love of God and the love of one’s neighbor. Of course, in retrospect it is quite easy to
say that Fuller’s advancement of charity is idealist and gradual while Wayland’s advancement of charity is realistic and immediate. Nonetheless, both men’s interpretations and implementations of the Bible’s teachings achieve the same goal.

As the Civil War dictated, Wayland’s interpretation of the Bible has been marked by history as the “true” biblical read on slavery. Yet Augustine shows that charity and God’s will can be played out in a multitude of ways. Were Fuller’s interpretation to prevail there is no doubt that the abuses of slavery so lamented by northerners and slaves would have been redressed. Fuller himself contends that “it is neither possible nor proper to perpetuate slavery” given its potential danger (252, see also 243-244, 157, 163). Thus it is clear that, had Fuller’s read of the Bible succeeded and been accepted by both sides, gradual amelioration would have evolved the institution of slavery until the relationships it posed were merely titles—perhaps until the designation of “slave” were no different than the designation of “farmhand.”

Such suppositions are allowed on the basis of charity—on the idea that the “fulfillment and end” of Fuller and Wayland’s arguments “is to love” (De doctrina 1.85). Given this shared direction and end it only makes sense that Fuller and Wayland could not conclusively decide who was right and who was wrong; they both were right. Through their dissention over biblical text the men demonstrate the uniting quality of charity; they illuminate how varied interpretations of the Bible can coincide and how dissenting men can agree. And while these demonstrations speak to Fuller and Wayland’s ethos as debaters, they more importantly speak to their ethos as leaders. Through their reliance on charity as a guiding persuasive principle Fuller and Wayland
gain both authority and credibility. It remains to be seen, however, how their implicit promotion of charity through their words and actions solidifies their rhetorical strength.
“I am willing to make greater sacrifices than any abolitionist has made or would make, if the cause of true humanity would thus be advanced.”

—Richard Fuller, 128

Chapter 4: Sharing the Message

For fifteen consecutive weeks—from November 7, 1844 to February 27, 1845—Fuller and Wayland paused their work and set aside their local pastoral duties to devote time to the resolution of the slavery debate and the healing of the nation. For fifteen weeks Fuller and Wayland engaged in lengthy and weighty correspondence as they sought truth. For fifteen weeks the men led the nation through their living and written examples of charity. Their model leadership, discipleship, and citizenship overtly evidence themselves through the men’s personal discourse and their concern for their audience. Writing with more than common decorum, Fuller and Wayland exhibit and promote charity, and subsequently unity, toward one another and their estranged national audience.

In the nineteenth century letter-writing was a very common practice accompanied, of course, with volumes of books on proper style and composition. Although many related handbooks were published, the books’ messages are all fairly similar and standard, offering such advice as: “it is necessary to endeavor to make our style clear, precise, elegant, and appropriate for all subjects,” “The name should be written so that it can be read easily, and politeness requires that some title should be added to it,” “A letter is like a nosegay; the thoughts should be well assorted,” and “In all your conversations, forbear to sacrifice truth to considerations of civility or respect;
avoid the same fault in your letters” (Louis 174, Houghton 296, 323, 324). While
abidance of these and other peculiar rules is interesting to note within Fuller and
Wayland’s letters (which always exhibit superb etiquette), it is all the more fascinating
to see how their letters surpass the simple decorum guidelines of their time (for more
guides see also Cox, Bloomfield-Moor, and Sherwood).

True, Wayland and Fuller follow the proper protocol of correspondence,
addressing each letter “To the Rev. [Richard Fuller or Francis Wayland] D. D.” and
following up with a friendly salutation of “My dear Brother.” The rich content of their
letters, however, evidences that the linguistic relationship which they share is founded
upon more than just etiquette, but rather upon a genuine sense of charity and love for
one another. The men’s charity is perfectly exhibited in their manner of correspondence
as well as in their overt concern for their audience. Within the first category, the men’s
genuine acknowledgement of their own faults and their openness toward one another’s
words demonstrate their promotion of and reliance on charity in their own personal
lives.

On the one hand, acknowledging one’s own faults or weaknesses before they are
called out is a common discursive procedure. In Wayland and Fuller’s case, however,
doing so is a seemingly deliberate attempt to, not defend themselves, but open
themselves to one another. In order to demonstrate their willingness to cooperate and
listen, Fuller and Wayland needed to demonstrate their ability to holistically understand
the situation at hand—including the faults of their own respective sides. One such
example is seen in Wayland’s response to Fuller’s complaint regarding the Philadelphia speeches (see first footnote):

The abolition press has, I believe, from the beginning, too commonly indulged in exaggerated statement, in violent denunciation, and in coarse and lacerating invective. At our late Missionary Convention in Philadelphia, I heard many things from men who claim to be the exclusive friends of the slave, which pained me more than I can express. It seemed to me that the spirit which many of them manifested was very different from the spirit of Christ. I also cheerfully bear testimony to the general courtesy, the Christian urbanity, and the calmness under provocation, which, in a remarkable degree, characterized the conduct of the members from the South. (13-14)

In similar style, Fuller begins the first of his response letters by declaring willingness to accept correction so long as betterment is obtained. He states: “Peace and truth are all I seek, and if in this discussion my argument be refuted, I shall be well content, provided peace and truth are secured” (126). Acknowledging their own faults, as Wayland and Fuller do throughout their letters, is the first step in demonstrating how dissenting debaters can embrace charity and cooperate with one another to better serve the need.

In addition to this step, Wayland and Fuller pen their letters and express their viewpoints with openness toward and consideration of the other’s point of view. They are mindful that their goal is not to win the debate, but to establish understanding and, hopefully, common ground. For example, Wayland exemplifies this openness when he speaks (with accuracy) of Fuller’s charitable writing: “The warm spirit of philanthropy
which pervades every part of your argument must melt away every prejudice by which it could be resisted; while the love to God and the reverence for his word which are everywhere so apparent, must, I am sure, give you a place in the affections of every true disciple of our common Lord” (226). By maintaining a focus on charity and shared-understanding Fuller and Wayland demonstrate the ability to peacefully and compassionately make progress in a difficult and otherwise heated debate.

Beyond their shared “warm spirit” (for Wayland too demonstrates such a quality), receptiveness is also witnessed in the manner in which the men mull over one another’s points and compare and fit them with their own. In one such case, after responding to Wayland’s assertion that slavery in the main is not permitted by the Bible, Fuller attempts to reveal a middle-ground on which both men can agree that the ultimate duty is to “the instruction, moral and intellectual, of the slave” just as is our duty toward one another (157). Following this Fuller speaks toward their own eventual tread upon middle-ground: “We should thus, too, be reconciled, not only with each other, but with the Scriptures, and you be relieved from the laborious, up-hill, Sisy-phus-task⁸, of overcoming the word of God” (158). This final emphasis on cooperation is not a late development, but rather, a point the men emphasize from the onset of their correspondence. In the very first letter Fuller states: “On these topics [slavery etc.] Christians throughout the land ought to communicate in the spirit of love, and combine their prayers and co-operations” (7). Seeking reconciliation, or middle-ground, then,

---

⁸ Refers to the mythological god who eternally endeavored to roll a boulder uphill.
may justly be labeled the third manner in which Fuller and Wayland promote charity within their personal discourse as means of healing the surrounding society.

The men’s emphasis on cooperation culminates in the final letter Wayland writes to Fuller. Although only included in the book collection and not published in the *Christian Reflector*, Wayland’s summative letter of their final points of agreement concludes their correspondence on a note of progress, improvement and concord. Even though they do not arrive at an absolute truth regarding the morality of slavery, the men do present a display of mutual and holistic understanding and respect which hitherto was missing from the general slavery debate. Wayland attributes this (unprecedented) cooperation to their charitable treatment of the subject matter and one another: “if we have been enabled without bitterness to express our views to each other on a subject which is so liable to arouse the worst passions of our fallen nature, let us ascribe it all to that love of God shed abroad in our hearts, which teaches us to treat as a brother every disciple of our common Lord, though he may embrace opinions in many respects differing from our own” (253-354). Here, as elsewhere, the reader is reminded that the bottomline of the Christian faith and life is to love and to serve, which is exactly what Fuller and Wayland attempt to do and promote through their correspondence.

While it highlights their charitable approach to one another, this final letter in the series also demonstrates Fuller and Wayland’s promotion of charity through their concern for their audience’s understanding. In this letter the men’s emphasis on clarity and truth is at its peak; in case the previous letters where not clear enough, Wayland
provides this last letter to “sum up the whole” and “enumerate the points of agreement” (251). As in the previous chapters, Wayland here lists out the articles in plain didactic fashion. And, as has been previously shown, here and elsewhere the men’s concern for the reader’s complete understanding of both sides of the debate evidences their desire to relieve tensions and promote unity. Their constant presentations of reduced ideas and lists, analogies, and syllogisms demonstrate their desire not only to deduce the truth but to present their deductions in as clear and comprehensible manner as possible, thus allowing readers from both sides to holistically see and understand the arguments made. Among many reasons, the implied basic purpose of this clarity being that with mutual understanding comes mutual respect and the willingness to collaborate to find common ground and an eventual resolution.

Although Fuller may not have written his initial letter to the editor of the *Christian Reflector* with the intention of having any great or noble impact on the nation, the Baptist community, or even his readership, the quest for truth that ensued between him and Wayland ultimately exhibits his intrinsic concern for those around him. It should come as no great surprise that the word charity appears in the men’s correspondence over twenty-five times; both Fuller and Wayland constantly demonstrate, explicitly and implicitly, that their effort to holistically illuminate the arguments on slavery is so that “peace and truth” may be secured (126). In doing so Fuller and Wayland have in mind the wellbeing of the nation, their communities, the

---

9 For sake of curiosity and conclusion the men’s points of agreement are as follows: (1) That holding slaves is not necessarily a guilt, (2) That slaves are “entitled to the same privileges, intellectual, moral, and domestic, as any other man,” (3) That slaveholders hold the duty of providing for the “intellectual, moral, social, and domestic” needs of the slaves and (4) That “it is neither possible nor proper to perpetuate” slavery (251-252).
Baptist church, the slaves, the slaveholders, and all the other tangentially related parties. Wayland and Fuller were well aware of the truth Abraham Lincoln would so eloquently state several years later: “a house divided against itself cannot stand” (Lincoln “House”). By laboring to establish shared understanding and universal truth the men endeavored to care for their “house” and all the people therein.

Limiting the healing effect that Wayland and Fuller could have on others was the fact that their correspondence was literally separated into different panels of paper which were distributed across a four month period. Although individually powerful to be sure, their dissection of the slavery debate has a stronger presentation when read all at once—when the complete collection of letters is accessible and the reader may clearly see all their points together. Thus, the men’s final exhibition of charity is their decision to publish their series of letters in a book that could be distributed and shared throughout their respective regions. Published in 1845 in Boston the book achieved notable success. Evidencing its acceptance and effectiveness is the fact that by 1860 at least six editions of the text had been released. What is more, unlike most of the pro and antislavery pamphlets and booklets from the antebellum era, Fuller and Wayland’s book is still in print. Indeed three different editions have been published in the last decade including a 2008 Mercer University Press unedited edition which was printed with the intention of sharing “an enduring example of how interested individuals can publicly debate issues of national import without impugning the other’s character” (xii). This and the other reproductions attest the longevity and enduring relevance of Fuller and Wayland’s discourse and their continued promotion of charity.
Conclusions

The focus on charity that Fuller and Wayland employ throughout their correspondence and their examination of scripture molds their rhetoric into a model of benevolent leadership. Even at their points of contention they effectively express no tension (see 204). Rather than angrily asserting their positions, the men acknowledge their differences and subtly imply that there is yet hope they may achieve eventual accord through continued prayer and love and respect of one another (204). This example of leadership that they weekly displayed to the readers of the Christian Reflector and later to the many readers of their book, was certainly much needed in the years leading up to the Civil War as high emotions and heated debates increasingly inundated the political, social, and religious scenes.

The respect and forbearance that Fuller and Wayland display as a result of their charitable outlook also call attention to the uniting quality of their rhetoric. As their letters make clear, prior to their correspondence a complete logical and scriptural explanation of both sides of the slavery debate had yet to be given. Instead, both sides attacked each other with vicious rhetoric—without a genuine attempt to cooperate and understand the opposing viewpoints (1-2, 14-15). The words of Fuller and Wayland show how such cooperation can occur, and occur successfully. Although difficult to achieve within a divided community or nation, the procurement of such collaboration and unity is key to addressing difficult social, political, and religious issues. Without unity common ground and resolution cannot be found; “A house divided against itself cannot
stand,” as the Baptist church demonstrated in 1845 and the United States confirmed in 1861 (Lincoln “House”).

The call of conscience that Fuller and Wayland shared—their longing for unity—is equally pertinent to today’s society. It does not require much imagination to identify the many parallels between the political-religious controversies of the antebellum period and those of the twenty-first century. Issues from both eras elicit dissenting cries from the populace and cause political turmoil (and often deadlock) in both government and church leaderships. Issues as large as abortion legality and as specific as birth control health care coverage easily become major points of contention when little is done to collaborate, to unite, to find a solution that has charity at its core. Yet the path to these issues’ resolution is at our fingertips, though it may not be easy, or even quick. When we begin to understand each other’s viewpoints, to interpret issues through a lens of charity, and to establish common ground (however little) our points of contention will progressively fade away. The discourse of Fuller and Wayland testifies support of this path and provides a model from which to begin.

I began this study with a quote from C. Woodward’s book *American Counterpoint*; perhaps nowhere else has the reality of the American situation been so eloquently stated. We Americans have a history of differences—differences of race, differences of belief, differences of opinion—thanks to our immigrant beginnings. With this diversity comes a certain aesthetic of beauty, like that of a full orchestra. We live together, we work together, we play together. It is our duty to one another, then, to constantly strive toward harmony. We are entitled to our differences and we praise our
individuality, yet, as Fuller and Wayland suggest, we must not become dogmatic in our ways; we must not let our differing opinions and beliefs completely divide our nation, our communities, and our churches. Above all, we must take care that our combined melodies, our counterpoints, do not “disintegrate into mere contradiction” (11).
Appendix A

According to the *Catechism of the Catholic Church*, The Apostles’ Creed “is so called because it is rightly considered to be a faithful summary of the apostles’ faith. It is the ancient baptismal symbol of the Church of Rome” (194). The creed, which is traditionally used at baptisms and at other times of faith reflection, consists of the following twelve articles:

1. I believe in God, the Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth.
2. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord.
3. He was conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary.
4. He suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and was buried.
5. He descended to the dead. On the third day he rose again.
6. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
7. He will come again to judge the living and the dead.
8. I believe in the Holy Spirit,
9. the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints,
10. the forgiveness of sins,
11. the resurrection of the body,
12. and life everlasting

Amen.
Appendix B

The following letters were all included in the 1845 bound publication of Fuller and Wayland’s letters. I have included the date of the letters’ original publication10 in the Christian Reflector except for the final concluding letter written by Francis Wayland; this letter was never printed in the newspaper, but rather was written very shortly before the bound collection was published so as “to offer some explanations which seemed to be necessary, and also to present more clearly the bearing of the one argument upon the other, so that the points of agreement and difference might be rendered more manifest” (Fuller-Wayland iv).

7 Nov. 1844  Letter to the Editor: Richard Fuller to the Editor of the Christian Reflector

Francis Wayland’s Letters to Richard Fuller
14 Nov. 1844  Letter I: Errors on both sides
21 Nov. 1844  Letter II: Definition of Slavery—Two meanings of the terms Moral Evil—Slavery as a violation of Human Rights
28 Nov. 1844  Letter III: The hold of Slaves does not necessarily involve guilt—Principles by which the innocence or guilt is to be determined
5 Dec. 1844  Letter IV: Examination of the Argument in favor of slavery from the Old Testament
12 Dec. 1844  Letter V: The Doctrine of Expediency
2 Jan. 1845  Letter VIII: The duties devolving on Christian Slaveholders

Richard Fuller’s Letters to Francis Wayland
23 Jan. 1845  Letter I: The Southern States not answerable for the existence of Domestic Slavery
30 Jan. 1845  Letter II: Slavery is not to be confounded with the abuses of Slavery
6 Feb. 1845  Letter III: Slavery proper, no violation of right—Analogy with civil government—Despotism—Comparison of the condition of Slaves with that of laborers in other countries
13 Feb. 1845  Letter IV: The Argument from the Old Testament
27 Feb. 1845  Letter VI: The mode of teaching by principle in this case at variance with the character of God—The practice of the primitive Church

1845  Concluding Letter: Francis Wayland to Richard Fuller

10 Publication dates and the following newspaper image retrieved through ProQuest database.
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